NEWS. QS World University ranks six UT Austin Liberal Arts programs among the elite. bit.ly/qsranks

NEWS. A Philosophy faculty member at UT Austin mapped how Zika is likely to spread in 100 cities worldwide, in collaboration with his colleagues at the University of New South Wales in Australia. bit.ly/liberalartszika

NEWS. UT Sociologists expose the moral framework of India’s rent-a-womb industry bit.ly/wombrental

NEWS. #ICYMI UT Austin delegation visits Mexico to expand research and exchange Programs. The delegation included Dean Diehl as well as a number of Liberal Arts faculty/staff. #UTinMexico bit.ly/utinmexico

More News: international-education.la.utexas.edu

Events (April 2016)

4/1 The Dynamic Effects of Forward Guidance Shocks (Dr. Bundick, Kansas City Fed) • bit.ly/bundick

4/1 Randomization in Mechanism Design for Voting Domains (Dr. Sen, Indian Statistical Institute) • bit.ly/arunava

4/1 Post-Anglophone (Dr. Walkowitz, Rutgers) • bit.ly/anglophonetacl

4/1 Piltdown: A Name Without a Fossil (Dr. Pyne, UT Austin) • bit.ly/talkfossils

4/2 Global Professional Training Conference for Upperclassmen (East Asian Studies) • bit.ly/intltrainingcon

4/4 Transmission of Pentecostal Practices Across the Americas (Justin Doran, UT Austin PhD candidate) • bit.ly/relioustalk

4/4 Language Contact and Language Maintenance in Amazonia (Dr. Epps, UT Austin) • bit.ly/linguisticstalk

4/4 Investment over the Business Cycle (Dr. Cadena, University of Colorado) • bit.ly/cardenaonomics

4/5 Modern Islam Book Club • bit.ly/bookclubislam

4/5 Defiance and Protest. Forgotten Individual Jewish Reactions to the Persecution in Nazi Germany (Dr. Gruner, University of Southern California) • bit.ly/grunerusctalk

4/6 Men in Hope (film, Russian, East European and Eurasian Studies) • bit.ly/emeninhope_film


4/7 The Ginans as Performative Texts (Dr. Asani, Harvard) • bit.ly/ginans_lecture

4/7 Sushi, The Global Catch (film, Humanities) • bit.ly/sushifilm

4/7 The Principle of Population: The Life And Legacy Of Thomas Robert Malthus (Historical Studies, European Studies) • bit.ly/malthus_roundtable

4/8 Leonor Xavier and Dulce Braga: Portuguese Migrant Voices of Revolution and Decolonization in Brazil,
4/8 The Finite-Horizon Paradox with Impatient Players (Dr. Plan, University of Arizona) • bit.ly/planseminar

4/8 A New Perspective on the Dream of Red Chamber: Concealed Aristocratic Culture in Traditional China (Dr. Li-chuan, National Taiwan University) • bit.ly/talkredchamber


4/11 Religious Studies Colloquium (Dr. Crosson) • bit.ly/crosson_rs

4/11 On Contradiction: Humans, Animals, and 'The Way Things Are' (Dr. Dave, University of Toronto) • bit.ly/anthro_seminar

4/11 Afro-Brazilian religion and it's Atlantic Connections (Dr. Nicolau Parés, Federal University of Bahia) • bit.ly/pares_talk

4/11 Harnessing Language, Region, and Culture Learning for an Uncertain and Culturally Complex World - or It Doesn't Have to be like Threading a Camel Through a Needle (Dr. Sands, Norwich University) • bit.ly/sands_workshop

4/11 Economic Conditions and Mortality: Evidence from 200 Years of Data (Dr. Lleras-Muney, UCLA) • bit.ly/econlabor_seminar

4/13 Comparative Perspectives on Migration and Displacement (European Studies, Russian, East European and Eurasian Studies) • bit.ly/migration_talk

4/13 Gangster Warlords: How Drug Cartels Became Criminal Armies (Iloan Grillo, journalist) • bit.ly/warlords_talk

4/13 "Discourse on the Virtue Most Necessary for a Hero," Jean-Jacques Rousseau (Core Texts and Ideas Book Club) • bit.ly/rousseau_bookclub

4/14 English Polymathic Honors Author Reading/Conversation (Kim Stanley Robinson) • bit.ly/robinson_reading

4/14 Men in Service in Baroque Rome (Dr. Nussdorfer, Wesleyan) • bit.ly/romanservice


4/14 Yoruba Day (African and African American Studies) • bit.ly/yoruba_day

4/15 The Transnational Revolution: Tricontinentalism at Fifty (History conference) • bit.ly/tricontinentalism


4/15 Macroeconomics Seminar Series (Dr. Kudlyak, Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond) • bit.ly/kudlyak

4/15 Colloquium Speaker Series (Dr. Mills, Northwestern University) • bit.ly/racecontract

4/15 Earthquakes, Fracking, and Public Perception of Science (Dr. Valencics, University of Massachusetts at Boston) • bit.ly/earthquakespublic

4/17 Aelita: Queen of Mars (film, Russian, East European and Eurasian Studies) • bit.ly/aelitaequeen

4/18 The Anatomy of Physician Payments: Contracting Subject to Complexity (Dr. Gottlieb, UBC) • bit.ly/laboreconomics

4/18 Religion in the Ancient Mediterranean (Dr. Kaplan, UT Austin) • bit.ly/mediterraneanancient

4/19 Modern Islam Book Club • bit.ly/modernislambookclub

4/20 Econometrics Seminar Series (Dr. Gu, University of Toronto) • bit.ly/econometricsut

4/20 Women in Temptation (film, Russian, East European and Eurasian Studies) • bit.ly/creeewomen


4/22 Macroeconomics Seminar Series (Dr. Midrigan, NYU) • bit.ly/virgiliueconomics

4/22 Privilege and Prejudice: American Military Wives and Ikebana in Occupation Era and Cold War Japan (Dr. Stalker, UT Austin) • bit.ly/ikebanawives

4/22 Graduate Student Paper Workshop (Race & Ethnicity Group) • bit.ly/raceethnicityworkshop

4/22 Sitar Recital (Dr. Slawek, UT Austin) • bit.ly/sitartsitar
4/25 Labor/Public Economics Seminar Series (Dr. Carrell, UC Davis) • bit.ly/economicslabor
4/26 Reagan: The Life (Dr. Brands, UT Austin History) • bit.ly/reagantheLife
4/26 The Third Tune/Teesri Dhun (performance, South Asian Studies) • bit.ly/teesridhun
4/27 Late Antiquity (workshop, Dr. van Bladel, Ohio State University) • bit.ly/lateantiquity
4/27 Core Texts and Ideas Book Club: Aristotle's Nicomachean Ethics, Selection on Contemplation • bit.ly/nicomacheanaristotle
4/29 Macroeconomics Seminar Series: The Impact of Consumer Credit Access on Employment, Earnings and Entrepreneurship (Dr. Herkenhoff, University of Minnesota) • bit.ly/herkenhoff
4/29 Geography Colloquium (Dr. Manson, University of Minnesota) • bit.ly/stevennmason
4/29 Miracle (film, Middle Eastern Studies) • bit.ly/mesmiracle
4/29 Plato on Virtue and Value in the Gorgias and the Republic (Dr. Palmer, University of Florida) • bit.ly/gorgiaspalmer
4/29 Fall Fests and Spring Flings: The Soft Privatization of a Gentrifying Public School (Michelle Mott, UT Austin Sociology PhD candidate) • bit.ly/michellemott
4/29 Asian American Studies Majors Luncheon • bit.ly/aasLunch

Find us online:
website: international-education.la.utexas.edu
facebook: @liberalartsintl
twitter: @liberalartsintl
instagram: @liberalartsintl
e-mail: liberalartsintl@utexas.edu